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 Craiglockhart Primary School 

 Craiglockhart Parent Council Minutes 
 

     Meeting held in the school on 7
th

 October 2014 

 

Present:, Gareth Oakley (C), Tom Bruce, Jenny Climie, Katie Hardie, Paul Hutton, Derek Law, 

Catherine Pierce, Filip Sosenko, Lizzie Sosenko 

 

Apologies: Hugo Allan, Andrew Burns, Gavin Corbett, Emma McCallum 

 

1. Minutes from meeting of 2
nd

 September 2014 

 

These were accepted as an appropriate record of the meeting. 

 

 

2. Matters Arising  

 

General 

The previous PC meeting had considered the extent of representation of views from across all 

year groups and a general question of encouraging further parents/carers to become involved with 

the PC.  

 

Gareth had reviewed the constitution to confirm that there needs to be a minimum of three 

attendees at a PC meeting to make it quorate. 

 

In light of changes of office bearers within the PA there was also a wider question of a joint 

approach to encouraging participation. 

 

Action: Gareth to talk with PA 

 

Information to parents/carers 

The introduction of weekly homework information sheets and termly summaries for each Stage 

Group was broadly welcomed. The question of whether these could be provided electronically 

was discussed. 

 

Derek reported staff concerns at the workload implications of such a move at this time. He 

undertook to revisit this possibility in future, once the existing format had been embedded. 

 

Lizzie noted the extensive use of paper documents, and the sense of “deluge of information 

sheets” that could be experienced at times, particularly by new P1 parents/carers, and suggested 

that greater collation of information would be advantageous, including enhanced use of 

ParentMail.  

 

Katie and Tom noted that Firhill HS uses email and web only.  
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Derek noted that the Eco working group were currently considering the School’s use of paper. 

 

The previous meeting had discussed a potential gap in communications where nursery parents 

without older siblings weren’t consistently offered the chance to sign up for ParentMail. Derek 

reported that Nursery staff had been promoting sign-up for ParentMail, though it is not 

compulsory for anyone to do so. 

 

Golden Time 

The previous meeting discussed the use of Golden Time and occasions where pupils were 

required to use Golden Time to complete homework. Since this was considered extreme cases 

where there was evidence of persistent inability to complete homework the question was whether 

parents/carers were routinely informed in such cases.  

 

Derek confirmed that, for the younger children, this was the case. For the older children, it was 

considered the child’s, rather than the parents’/carers’ responsibility to do homework, and so this 

would not automatically be done. Derek is however reintroducing an advisory slip, which could 

be used to inform parents/carers in the small number of cases where there is persistent failure to 

complete homework. In all cases the aim is to emphasise the wider benefits of homework in 

reinforcing learning, rather than simply something that should be done. 

 

Facilities Management 

See Chair’s Business. 

 

Transport / road safety 

Derek reported that Junior Road Safety Officers had been elected, and that he was meeting with 

them before the October break. One of the potential projects that they will carry out is to survey 

the area around the school at pick up and drop off to note the number of vehicles parked 

inappropriately. 

 

The second of two parking meetings attend by representatives from Parent Councils across 

Edinburgh took place in September. As a result of this a motion was taken forward to Elected 

Members by Councillor Godzik noting the need for legislative change in order to enable use of 

CCTV around Schools to support enforcement action.  

 

While Craiglockhart is not one of the schools selected to take part in the ‘School Streets’ pilot 

scheme, those that are will be starting shortly and progress will be monitored by the City 

Council. 

 

School dinners / kitchen update 

Derek reported that work to upgrade the kitchen for food preparation was scheduled to 

commence in November. CPS will gain a head cook. Lizzie enquired after the menu policy / 

decision-making. Gareth noted that it is a city-wide approach, and that a CEC review is on-going 

at present. There are no immediate plans to change the city-wide approach, so the present menu 

system is likely to be retained. 
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3. Chair’s Business  

 

Security 

Derek reported that he and Catriona (Business Manager) had received a costing of £6000 from 

Gordon Henderson (CEC Security Advisor), breaking down approximately 50:50 between 

external and internal works (mainly inside door to enhance CASC security). All three parent 

bodies (CASC; PA; PC) may make contributions – Chairs to meet soon. 

 

Action: Parent body chairs and Derek to meet and discuss options 

 

Building work / maintenance 

Derek reported that all previously flagged overdue / stalled works had been completed with the 

important exception of the gym hall, with work due to commence there in October.  

 

Tom reported that parent-led football would use Tynecastle High School gym hall as the post-

October break indoor venue – for P4s, in the interim, with P3s and P6s intending to stay at THS 

if the facilities are appropriate. Katie expressed some concern that a move to THS could impact 

the accessibility of the football training to some families.   

Gareth noted that Facilities Management would be a main agenda item at the next City wide 

Consultative Committee with Parents (CCwP) meeting. 

 

Action: Gareth to raise issues of time and cost implications of delayed works at Council 

level. 

 

AGM: This will be held in January. Gareth noted that there would be no need for election(s) this 

year, as all office bearers had indicated willingness to continue for the second year of their 

appointments. Discussion ensued on how to attract a reasonable attendance. Ideas included music 

and/or keynote speaker(s). 

 

Lizzie noted that PC meetings were not especially well-advertised to parents, and that a message 

about the purpose was not really clear. Gareth noted that the website “events calender” included 

the meetings, together with links to more information on PC. 

 

Action: Gareth will seek ideas re possible Keynote speaker(s). 

 

CCwP 

Gareth reported on recent CCwP meeting: 

 

A key agenda item had been redevelopment of schools. The meeting had learned about the 

processes for extensions to existing schools. It was also noted that the new Portobello High 

School had been (finally) approved, and that the new Boroughmuir High School build was on 

schedule.  

 

CCwP was also informed that 9000 ipads were in use across the area, with a target of 1:1 for 

pupils from P6 upwards.  
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Lizzie enquired whether playground improvements were included in remit. Gareth replied that it 

was not the case at this meeting, but that the matter had been considered elsewhere in the 

Education Committee minutes. 

 

Gareth reported that CEC budget planning driven by pupil roll, forecast to peak in 2019. 

Catherine enquired whether there was therefore any advantage to CPS expanding its roll, noting 

that there was strong demand for places. Derek noted that roll was determined by catchment, and 

that out-of-catchment could not be considered in such planning. 

 

Parent Association 

Gareth reported that Nora Struckmeier has succeed Lesley Black as PA Chair. He wished to place 

on record the PC’s admiration for Lesley’s immense achievements in the role. Catherine Pierce 

has taken over as Secretary. Jenny Mackenzie continues as Treasurer. 

 

Communications 

Gareth noted that the ParentMail invoice was anticipated in January. Hugo will liaise with 

Catriona at that time in regard to payment.  

 

 

4. AOCB 

 

Outdoor learning: Lizzie noted that there had been no P1 trips to (e.g.) the park or canal, with 

even sports lessons being indoors, and expressed sadness at a missed opportunity given the recent 

beautiful weather. Derek responded that there is a long-term project to develop a culture of 

outdoor learning. He noted that the working party had, to date, focussed on eco-learning, and that 

it was now shifting focus to outdoor learning – an improvement priority for the school. Lizzie 

expressed disappointment at the apparent absence of teacher interest in outdoor learning. Derek 

noted that improvements would come most effectively as a result of developing the culture, 

rather than from imposition of requirements. Katie noted that there were increased numbers of 

trips further up the school. Lizzie flagged the value of outdoor learning in the youngest pupils’ 

learning too. Derek noted that the Eco and Outdoor Learning Working Group will be gathering 

ideas for teachers. Lizzie offered to assist / join working party. Derek will let Kendal (working 

party Convenor) know of offer. 

 

Mock court. Katie noted with sadness that the P7s had been pulled out of the mock court 

programme. Derek sympathised with disappointment, but noted that the decision had been taken 

as it emerged that the balance between pupil and parent input was not at all as initially 

anticipated. An aspect of the late decision had been that staff training had been in August, when 

May would have been more useful. He emphasised that the decision to withdraw had not been 

taken lightly, and that the school’s concerns were being fed back to the organisers. The pupils 

were now engaged on a project on Parliament. 

 

Term planning. Catherine expressed some concern that her expectations re information on broad 

curricular coverage had not been realised, with the exception of the evening information session 
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on numeracy and literacy. Derek noted that termly information sheets were posted out on 

ParentMail and are also available within the Shared Learning section of the school website. 

Derek also noted that these were augmented by the weekly homework sheets. 

 

Differentiated learning targets. Catherine enquired after school’s approach to differentiating 

pupils’ learning targets, e.g. for a P1 who is already a reader. Derek noted that this would be done 

in the normal run of things, additionally noting that a parent/carer can, at anytime, make an 

arrangement to meet with the teacher, and also that the teacher consultation sessions were 

approaching in early November.  

 

Use of TV in classroom. Lizzie and Filip raised concern at the use of TV during (P1) class time, 

and enquired after any link to curriculum. If it was being used as a “downtime” activity, Lizzie 

suggested that alternatives could be considered, e.g. “10 pieces of classical music” film; 

storybooks. Derek responded that the P1s use a variety of downtime approaches. He noted that he 

will do an audit of the use of TV within classes and discuss with staff with a view to a 

consistency of approach. He emphasised that use of films should be very limited, to enhance 

curriculum or for very occasional treats. 

 

Golden Time. Lizzie and Filip expressed a concern that the Golden Time system could be stress-

inducing for some children. Derek emphasised that Golden Time was only one aspect of 

encouraging appropriate behaviour and following of the ‘Golden Rules’. Pupils earn House 

Points throughout the school year for following the Golden Rules, with achievement of 

certificates (Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum and Head Teacher).  

 

Lizzie reported hearing that some schools had abandoned Golden Time. She also expressed 

concern that some pupils were regularly on the Thinking Cloud. Derek disagreed that the 

Thinking Cloud could have such a negative impact, as children with on-going difficulties were 

on the “getting it right for every child” pathway, and would not therefore be subject to repeated 

visits to the Thinking Cloud. He emphasised that staff consider the use of the Thinking Cloud 

very carefully indeed, and gauge its value for each individual child.  

 

Action: Derek will explore whether comparator schools have dropped Golden Time and if 

so, what were their reasons. 

 

Playground adult presence. Lizzie expressed concern at the use of the term “playground 

supervisor”, and whether this sent out an unduly discipline-based message to pupils. Derek noted 

that the school does not use this title, rather that of “pupil support assistant”. Jenny noted that she 

had not experienced any inhibition or reticence from pupils in seeking help from PSAs in the 

playground when required.  

 

5. Date of next meeting 

 

Joint meeting with PA: 

Wednesday 26
th

 November 2014, at 1900, in the Staff Room 


